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ABSTRACT
Advances in Software Defined Networking data plane programmability are being fueled by new domain languages like P4, enabling
to program the behavior of networking devices. At the crossroads,
new types of applications in different verticals (e.g., industry 4.0,
agriculture IoT, medicine) are developing new visionary footprints
through the arrival of 5G networks. Many of the envisioned applications (e.g. automation control) require high reliability and very low
latency with bounded guarantees. In-network hardware solutions
defined in P4 can become enabling solutions to support these kind
of applications. In this work, we present a strawman robot arm
control application running inside a P4 switch capable of parsing
robot arm position messages to timely craft a message within a
TCP connection to send a stop command at very low latency scales.
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INTRODUCTION

With the arrival of next-generation 5G networks, new opportunities
and challenges appear. Having significantly increased amounts of
transmitted data and diverse network services, the capabilities of
the network have to improve conjointly. It becomes paramount
to deliver end-to-end networks capable of supporting Ultra-low
latency (ULL) applications with extremely low loss and delay variations, i.e., notable improvements in terms of Quality of Service
(QoS) are required [2]. 5G encloses a wide range of applications, including personal-to-person, machine-type communications (MTC)
with applications ranging from Internet-of-Things (IoT) sensing and
monitoring, smart cites and homes, robotic control and industrial
automation, to remote surgery [1].
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The evolving Software Defined Networking (SDN) landscape
through advances in data plane application domain languages like
Protocol-Independent Packet Processors (P4) [4] offers new opportunities opportunity in user-defined logic to process the packets
inside network datapath pipelines. Based on a match+action tables
pipeline model, P4 gives the possibility to define new packet headers and processing actions based on arbitrary header field contents,
stateful registers, and primitive atomic operations.
In this poster, we approach robotic control functions with respect
to the possibility of being offloaded to programmable data plane
devices performing in-network computations. Using P4, some basic
tasks can be implemented to parse and extract the payload data,
perform some calculations (e.g., distance, threshold, temperature),
filtering, and much more, including crafting a custom messages sent
to the robot or controller. The main advantages of an in-network
P4 device approach are that all packet processing and operations
can be done at line rate delivering very low latency due to physical
proximity of edge P4 switches and bounded time guarantees due to
hardware-based pipeline implementations.
To simulate the interactions and functions of robots, we use
Universal Robots Simulation (URSim) [5], a widely used simulator
for robot control programs and manual movement of robots. URSim
allows to simulate the robot kinematic through digital inputs (I/O)
and the definition of different metrics and parameters. URsim is
able to communicate to a robot controller using TCP sockets.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

One of the main goals of our first robotic control with P4 experiments is to investigate that, if we have a programmable device (e.g.
P4 router) near to the target (Robot), it is possible to critically reduce
the delay of vital actions (e.g., emergency stop, alarm notification).
Another essential design objective is an in-network offloaded logic
capable of analyzing the information transmitted from the target
and taking actions (i.e., create or update messages).
Figure 1 presents a high-level overview of our system architecture and experiment setup. On the right side, we have the controller
implementation as a Python script to start the TCP communication
with the robot and analyze incoming messages to learn about the
current robot arm position. On the left side, the robot is configured
with a basic script (Robot parameters) to send the current position
and read any incoming message from the controller. The robot is
configured with a start position, velocity, acceleration, and step size
for movements. A P4 router forwards the packets between the robot
and the controller and analyzes (parses + matches) specific payload
data (current robot 3D coordinates). For this in-network control
application in P4, the match+action pipelines allows triggers the
detection of specific robot position and the creation of correct TCP
segment containing a reply message to the robot with a “magic
word” command to immediately stop the robot movement.
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Figure 1: P4-based Low Latency Robot Arm Control, poster preview
One of the biggest challenges is to maintain the TCP session.
If we manipulate or create any message in the P4 router, we need
to adequately sync all the acknowledgment (ACK) and sequence
(SEQ) numbers. To this end, we use an approach similar to TCP
veto [3]. If the robot sends a position message that matches with
the predefined threshold, the P4 router will forward the message to
the robot controller and will create a new message (with the "magic
word") to the robot with valid ACK and SEQ numbers. In this way,
when the controller also sends the message, it will be discarded as
duplicated, but the ACK and SEQ Numbers will be in sync.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS & FUTURE WORK

For this experimental test, we assume that the robot controller can
be at different distances from the robot, inducing delay to the link
between the P4 router and the controller. For the link between the
robot and the P4, we assume that they are close, with direct link
and very low latency.
In our proof of concept prototype implementation, we were able
to verify the robotic control functions offloaded to the network.
The P4 device correctly detects current position messages from the
robot that matches with the defined threshold. Through P4 language
constructs, new messages can be created with the information
stored in the tables, being easy to update or modify it from a network
controller. It is important to notice that all the messages created by
the P4 need to have valid information, being crucial recalculate the
checksum and update the ACK and SEQ numbers.

Our experimental evaluations demonstrate that the error (stop
position difference) increases depending on the delay of the controller command. This error is mitigated when sending critical
messages directly from the P4 device. The error depends on the kinematic configuration of the robot (i.e., steps of movement), marking
a big difference when reducing the delay. With P4 actions directly
in the network, latency can be reduced for critical use cases, opening opportunities for different range of applications e.g., sensors
monitoring, data filtering, thresholds matching, synchronization.
Our prototype is, however far from being a complete solution.
Some issues need to be handled, including the correct filtering
of messages by the P4, enable real time communication with the
robot (different approach than or steps solution for movement),
it is necessary to explore the URSim nested package structure to
use in the P4, and so on. Indeed, more challenges will arise while
increasing the use cases and the operations to be performed by
the P4. We expect to continue contributing to the evolution of
the application’s control by the network. All in all, our P4-based
robotic control experiments bring to light new opportunities and
challenges, not limited to robots, conversely, with a wide range of
applications (e.g. industrial automation, real-time control) where
low and bounded latency are paramount.
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